Solutions against Large-Scale Disasters

Risk management solutions by applying SECOM’s accumulated expertise to minimize risks.
Disaster countermeasures with dedicated and strong security operations reflected a wide range of request from customers.

Consulting service

Consulting service to formulate policy of Business Continuity Plan that makes quickly reopen your business when large-scale disaster struck.

SECOM Disaster Response Support Service

Initial Response Manual
Support making manuals for initial reaction when large-scale disaster struck.

Emergency Equipment mgmt
management and replenishment of emergency equipment inventories.

Manual Digitizing
Make sure your own ‘Role and Action’ when disaster struck by using PC or Mobile phone at anytime and anywhere.

Equipment for Safety Initial Reaction
We made a package with carefully selected emergency goods.

SECOM Earthquake Flash Report System

“To know before the shake” when earthquake struck, and minimize human sufferings and damages.

SECOM Safety Confirmation Service

Does your company have enough preparation for quickly reopen your business when disaster struck?

A comprehensive service for commercial subscribers that helps companies to confirm promptly the whereabouts and safety of employees and their families and collect information in the event of a major disaster.

SECOM Data Interim Storage Service

Safe, reliable, and quick data transfer solution.
Receive crucial data from our client at secure interim storage center, and the client’s business partner can withdraw it.

Secure Data Center Service

The Secure Data Center integrates our unparalleled physical and cyber security services expertise to provide a highly secure environment.
All possible measures against the Internet threats by reliable secure operations (ISMS compliant).

SECOM Digital Data Storage Service

Protect crucial electronic data for your business, and storage at a distant location.
24hrs. 7 days a week safety and secure operations.